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ABSTRACT:
Analysis of the drama script is very interesting, the writer must know first about the drama structure itself. The aims of study are to know the content of Lawenda Joness drama script, to recognize the point of the message from the author. The writer uses a full complete Lawenda Joness drama script to support the analysis. There are several books that the writer use as reference. The writer wants to analyze the drama structure because the writer wants to show the content of this drama script to the readers that will make them easy to understand it. This American drama script entitled Blackout, authored by Lavender Jones and published in Nevada, the writer wants to explain about the content of the drama structure of this story. This drama story tells about two men and a lady stuck in the empty elevator and suddenly the elevator stop because the electricity in the six blocks went out, blackout. They are stuck in the elevator for four hours. When in the elevator love and betrayal collides. Britain shows her feeling for Chris and Dean confesses to Chris that he had been sleeping with Chris wife. This the brave action that Dean take to confess his mistake to Chris.